NORWICH DIOCESAN ASSOCIATION OF RINGERS
STANDING COMMITTEE MEETING
Location : Zoom Meeting - 10am 31st October 2020
PRESENT

Paul Cubitt - President
Nikki Thomas – General Secretary
Richard Carter - Peal Secretary
Adrian Ing – Eastern Branch

Dawn Pullan - Treasurer
Judy Farrimond – Eastern Branch
Tom Davis – Northern Branch Sec
Martin Farrimond - Webmaster

Apologies Mark Larner, Aubrey Forster, Elisabeth Spry, Katie Wright, Richard Turk
1.

Paul Cubitt welcomed everyone to the meeting.

2.

Minutes of the last Meeting – There were no matters arising from the minutes

3.

In Memoriam – Hilary Adcock, Tom Dobson, Dorothy Knight, George Pipe, Mike Roberts,
John Sutton, Keith Tinsey

4.

Conflicts of Interest
 Nikki Thomas - MRDC

5.

Officers Reports
 Paul Cubitt stated that due to towers not ringing it is possible that birds may have got in
and that good practice is to make regular checks to ensure all is as it should be.
Encourage our Tower Captains/Steeple Keepers to use this time to get ready for when
we can ring again. When ringing resumes keep it simple. Remember to ring within
capabilities as the communities surrounding the churches will have become used to
their bells not being rung.
 Nikki Thomas spoke of the advantages in using Ringing Room to practice our ringing at
this time and keep bands together. Saturday afternoon practices have been held during
lockdown most weeks and bands are very successful in keeping their learners interest in
developing skills both in learning methods and conducting. Sadly it feels that there is a
lack of interest and unresponsiveness from many of our ringers during these difficult
times.
 Richard Turk was unable to be at the meeting but wanted to remind people that the
Diocesan Celebration of Ringing is still planned for next year.
 Dawn Pullan reported that we are still financially strong regardless of the restrictions the
pandemic has placed us in. The introduction of the membership forms had increased the
gift aid claimed up from £860 to £1069. In the past this money had been placed into the
BRF fund. After discussion it was decided to keep it in the General Fund but to ensure
that each year something positive is done with the funds to support ringing in the NDA
 Katie Wright unable to attend had sent a reminder re safeguarding, no safeguarding
concerns needed discussing. With mostly not ringing face to face it doesn't mean we can
forget about safeguarding guidelines, the focus is different. With zoom practices and
contacting junior ringers via email, social media etc we need to be careful we're not
putting ourselves in compromising positions.
Ideally all electronic communication to juniors should include the parents, either by
communicating via parents or by copying them in. Avoid directly befriending juniors on





6.

Facebook and similar (although often this is complicated by longstanding friendships
with whole families, just be careful). Finally, ideally, a parent should really be in the
room while juniors are taking part in video calls. Ringing can be a valuable support
system for some of our more vulnerable members so to be aware of that and keep doing
what ringers are so good at and look out for each other. There's general advice on the
CCCBR website and Katie’s email is always open, and she ishappy to answer any
questions no matter how trivial they may seem.
Richard Carter reported on the lower number of peals that had been rung so far this
year, although in recent weeks there has been an increasing number of handbell peals.
All peal fees are up to date.
Martin Farrimond had nothing to report on the website as activity has been quiet, he
will add Katie’s safeguarding message.

Proposal Regarding 2020 Annual Report and 2021 Subscriptions.
Bellringing and related NDA events have pretty much ceased since mid March this year and
based upon current predictions are unlikely to resume to any significant extent until at least
mid 2021. Additionally, while the NDA has been able to publish the 2019 Annual Report
online, it has not been possible to print it as distribution is not feasible in the absence of any
NDA activities. Similarly, in the absence of many Bellringing activities, much NDA
expenditure has declined this year.
In consideration of this situation and the fact that some of our members will be undergoing
some financial difficulties at the moment, the following two proposals should be considered
by the Standing Committee:
2021 Subscriptions – For all members who have paid subscriptions in 2020, payment of a
subscription in 2021 will be waived. Any new members joining in 2021 will still be required
to pay a subscription in the normal manner.
2020 Annual Report – Given the very low level of ringing and NDA activity during 2020, the
Association will not publish a full report for 2020. Instead, the as yet unprinted 2019 report
will be amended to become a combined 2019 / 20 report. Assuming the NDA AGM goes
ahead as “normal” in 2021, the combined 2019/20 will be published and printed ready for
distribution before or at the 2021 AGM.
Proposed by Martin Farrimond and Seconded by Tom Davis, and all in favour.

7.

Events in 2021
 The Diocesan Celebration of Ringing will be rearranged to take place in 2021.
 The Association AGM is planned for 1st May 2021 at Kings Lynn.

8.

Grant Application, BRF.
 Hedenham, Proposed Paul Cubitt and seconded Richard Carter £2000 to be awarded
from the Paul Cattermole Fund.
 Upper Sheringham, Paul reported that they are delightful having recently received.

9.

Any Other Business
 During lockdown, Nikki Thomas has taken out subscription of a zoom account which
has been used for Association and Tower Ringing Room practices as well as today’s
meetings, it was agreed to reimburse the cost of this from the General Fund.
 Richard Carter said we should use lockdown to get ready for the resumption of
ringing, look at the rules and how we can move forward as per letter from Simon



10.

Smith, it was agreed that the committee set up after the last meeting could meet via
zoom in a month’s time having each considered how to move this forward. Nikki to
arrange zoom meeting.
Digitising the historic reports, Martin reminded us that this was something to look at
doing. Dawn suggested speaking to Adrian Edwards.

The date and place of the next meeting – 27th February venue TBA but most likely to be
zoom.

